1. Antithesis in Anglo-American administrative common law

I. BACKGROUND

Administrative law, to use the concept of law developed by the British legal philosopher H.L.A. Hart,\(^1\) consists of the union of primary rules governing how the administrative state ought to discharge its powers and responsibilities, and secondary rules that empower judges and administrative tribunals to produce and amend primary rules, and resolve disputes between officials and citizens.\(^2\) It has been hailed as “the hard-working, unglamorous cousin laboring in the shadow of constitutional law,”\(^3\) for it embodies not only “formal authorizations” but also “values and principles”\(^4\) that regulate government action; it is “as much concerned with the protection and validation of good administration as it is with controlling abuses of power.”\(^5\) Contemporary administrative law exists at the intersection between the state, society, and the economy,\(^6\) thanks to the mushrooming of the administrative state, the ambit of which now sweeps in all policy domains, from national security, energy, and air and

---


\(^3\) Tom Ginsburg, Written Constitutions and the Administrative State: On the Constitutional Character of Administrative Law, in Comparative Administrative Law 60, 60 (Susan Rose-Ackerman et al. eds., 2d ed. 2017).

\(^4\) Paul Daly, Administrative Law: Characteristics, Legitimacy, Unity, in The Unity of Public Law? Doctrinal, Theoretical and Comparative Perspectives 101, 101 (Mark Elliott et al. eds., 2018) (“In brief, the defence [of the legitimacy of modern administrative law] is that judicial review of administrative action is inevitably a value-based enterprise; that the structure of administrative law is provided by the interaction of four values – the rule of law, good administration, democracy and separation of powers.”)


\(^6\) Susan Rose-Ackerman et al., Introduction, in Comparative Administrative Law 1, 1 (Susan Rose-Ackerman et al. eds., 2d ed. 2017).
water quality, to civil rights, consumer protection, workplace conditions, and taxation. In the United States, federal administrative agencies exercise rulemaking, investigative, prosecutorial and adjudicative powers; are authorized to use both ex ante and ex post regulation; and routinely decide in their own discretion which areas of citizens’ lives merit state intervention. The sheer quantity of legal rules emanating from it, compared to statutes enacted by the legislature, evidences the administrative state’s pervasiveness. In 2015 and 2016 the American agencies filled over 175,000 pages of the Federal Register with 7,263 final rules; compared to the 3,036 pages in the Statutes at Large taken up by the 329 public laws enacted by the United States Congress. In the very same period, the number of statutory instruments, Britain’s answer to America’s regulations, totaled 3,301 in contrast to the mere 62 chapters in the United Kingdom Parliament’s statute for that session. The dilemma of checking yet enabling administrative discretion raises a host of issues relating to democratic accountability and legitimacy, and poses a unique challenge to the rule of law. Judicial review of administrative action, focused predominantly but not exclusively on the legality and the procedural soundness of administrative decision-making, is one of the most important ways of keeping discretion within constitutional bounds in the United Kingdom and the United States. Unlike their Romano-Germanic counterparts, ordinary, generalist courts in the common law world, empowered by the doctrine of precedent, are competent to fashion judicial doctrines of administrative law, also known as “administrative common law,” which imposes a rational structure on agency

10 Michael Greenstone, Toward a Culture of Persistent Regulatory Experimentation and Evaluation, in New Perspectives on Regulation 113, 113 (David Moss & John Cisternino eds., 2009).
14 Kathryn E. Kovacs, Superstatute Theory and Administrative Common Law, 90 Ind. L.J. 1207 (2015); Gillian E. Metzger, Embracing Administrative Common Law, 80 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1293 (2012). The term “common law” is used principally in this book to denote legal rules and principles developed by judges in the course of adjudication that are often not strictly required by constitutions and statutes. See Henry P. Monaghan, Constitutional Common Law, 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 2 (1975). In other contexts, “common law” has been used variously to refer to a type of legal system descended from English law as opposed to other types of legal system, such as the
decision-making processes, prioritizing the values of predictability and reasonableness. In the common law world, administrative law reflects how judges as umpires of the administrative state “translate the theory of the rule of law into controls of bureaucratic power.”

Positive political theory (PPT), a subfield of political science and economics, has contributed important insights into the empirical and, increasingly, the normative study of administrative law in the United States in the past four decades. Variously referred to as “positive political theory,” “positive political economy,” “public choice,” and the like, PPT denotes the analysis of political institutions, decision-making and behavior from the standpoint of microeconomics and its methodological and theoretical assumptions, that is, that policy outcomes emerge from the self-interested choices of utility-maximizing, instrumentally rational political actors who, like market actors, interdependently interact in the absence of perfect information. PPT specifically focuses on collective action problems in which the interests and preferences of individual decision-makers cannot be easily reconciled and coordinated. Such problems are apt to occur in situations where mobilization and coordination are difficult. PPT’s principal contributions to public law encompass, but are not limited to measuring and predicting, throughout the process, the supply and demand of legislation owing to the influence of special interest groups.

French civilian law tradition, and a branch of judge-developed law known as the “rules of the common law” as opposed to another branch of principles in judge-developed law called the “rules of equity.” See Eric C. Ip, Law and Justice in Hong Kong 12 (3d ed. 2019).

20 Farber, supra note 18, at 183.
forces that influence the content of judicial doctrines in public law.\textsuperscript{22} The high relevance of PPT to administrative law research is reinforced by the fact that its subject matter – the law that regulates the regulators\textsuperscript{23} – overlaps significantly with public economics and public finance, both of which offer normative justifications for state intervention in society as well as explanatory models for governmental delegation and oversight.\textsuperscript{24}

Prominent legal scholars Elizabeth Magill and Daniel Ortiz recently predicted that PPT analyses must break down when applied to the administrative law of the United Kingdom, where judicial review of administrative action “has real bite”\textsuperscript{25} and “is much more than a rubber stamp.”\textsuperscript{26} Judicial review in administrative law, according to their interpretation of PPT, is consequential only inside presidential systems like that of the United States, where gridlock between the president and the legislature leaves room for agency malfeasance, and also opportunities for judicial intervention. By contrast, the close alignment of Government and Parliament in Westminster systems “squeezes out” opportunities for agencies to contradict their principals, and with it any space for judicial activism.\textsuperscript{27} This conjecture is convincing in a constitutional law context, but not an administrative law one: the Supreme Court of the United States does invalidate Acts of Congress as unconstitutional, whereas the Appellate Committee of the House of Lords and its successor, the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom, have consistently upheld the doctrine of parliamentary sovereignty.\textsuperscript{28}


\textsuperscript{23} Administrative law is conceptually different from the actual delegated legislation and regulations made by administrative officials: these are categorized as “regulatory law.”\textsuperscript{23} Harrington & Carter, supra note 13, at 25.

\textsuperscript{24} Susan Rose-Ackerman, \textit{Introduction}, in \textit{Economics of Administrative Law}, xiii, xiii (Susan Rose-Ackerman, ed., 2007).


\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Id.} at 80.

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Id.} at 74.

\textsuperscript{28} In \textit{R v. Sec’y of State for Transp., ex parte Factortame Ltd.} [1991] A.C. 603 and \textit{R v. Sec’y of State for Employment, ex parte Equal Opportunities Comm’n} [1995] 1 A.C. 1, the Appellate Committee of the House of Lords had asserted the power to “disapply” Acts of Parliament that breach European Union directives. However, this case, as with similar ones, merely reiterated the supremacy of European Union law over relevant aspects of UK domestic law, rather than applied domestic constitutional principles to gauge the merits of primary legislation. Furthermore, this decision has not triggered
Contrary to the Magill-Ortiz criticism, the accepted view among PPT scholars is that the judiciary’s primary function in administrative law is to assume routine oversight tasks like monitoring lower-level government agents, rather than deciding fundamental political and ethical values as in constitutional adjudication. The PPT of administrative law is about how agency costs are manipulated and reduced. There is no conclusive evidence that administrative officials in presidential systems shirk more than their counterparts in parliamentary ones. Regardless of their shared origins in history, administrative law jurisprudence on both sides of the “common law Atlantic” part company in too important ways to be ignored. Most notably, the United Kingdom and the United States have arrived at “exactly opposite” doctrines of judicial review respecting issues of statutory interpretation and policy discretion. Through much of the twentieth century, judicial review of administrative action was “little more than perfunctory” in the United Kingdom, and “moribund” in the United States. A glaring example of judicial minimalism is the Lords’ decision in *Liversidge v. Anderson*, which affirmed an administrative power to detain any person whom the Home Secretary had nothing more than “reasonable cause to believe” was hostile, unless it is shown that he actually knew that no reasonable cause underpinned his belief. This attitude changed, however, in the 1960s, when administrative common law underwent a “revolution” which “transformed [it] exponentially,” ushering-in a period of “unparalleled
judicial creativity” when “the range of bodies subject to judicial review [was] much widened.”37 This did not happen overnight, but the “innovative” jurisprudence of the Law Lords “set the tone for all that was to follow.”38

This change was not caused by structural factors such as a change of personnel in the English judiciary, but by the agency of the same Oxbridge-educated, Caucasian, male judges, who had increasingly perceived with great anxiety that the administrative and regulatory state was expanding its encroachments on individual liberties. They reacted by expanding their powers of judicial review correspondingly,39 an almost entirely “judge-driven phenomenon.”40 Strong personalities such as Lords Reid (1890–1975), Diplock (1907–1985), Wilberforce (1907–2003), and Scarman (1911–2004) were committed to the belief that the rights enjoyed by subjects of British democracy were so important as to warrant judicial protection even to the point of reversing the decisions of elected ministers, if necessary.41 In Padfield v. Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food,42 the Law Lords rejected any grant of unfettered discretion to administrative bodies: “the use of that adjective [unfettered], even in an Act of Parliament, can do nothing to unfetter the control which the judiciary have over the executive, namely, that in exercising their powers the latter must act lawfully and that it is a matter to be determined by looking at the Act and its scope and object in conferring a discretion upon the minister rather than by the use of adjectives.”43 The ensuing case of Anisminic v. Foreign Comp. Comm’n44 became authority for the rule that “any error of law makes a decision a nullity,” and the byword that there is no administrative error “which cannot be dressed up as an error of law.”45 Lord Reid’s list of administrative errors

41 Id.
43 Id., at 1060.
that could be dressed up into nullifiable legal errors has proved enduring and influential:\footnote{Anisminic, supra note 44, at 171.}

[An administrative authority] may in perfect good faith have misconstrued the provisions giving it power to act so that it failed to deal with the question remitted to it and decided some question which was not remitted to it. It may have refused to take into account something which it was required to take into account. Or it may have based its decision on some matter which, under the provisions setting it up, it had no right to take into account. I do not intend this list to be exhaustive.

In \textit{O'Reilly v. Mackman},\footnote{\textit{O'Reilly v. Mackman} [1983] 2 A.C. 237, 238.} Lord Diplock teased out its implications:

\textit{[Anisminic]} liberated English public law from the fetters that the courts had theretofore imposed upon themselves so far as determination of inferior courts and statutory tribunals were concerned, by drawing esoteric distinctions between errors of law committed by such tribunals that went to their jurisdiction, and errors of law committed by them within their jurisdiction. The break-through that the \textit{Anisminic} case made was with recognition by the majority of this House that if a tribunal whose jurisdiction was limited by statute or subordinate legislation mistook the law applicable to the facts as it had found them, it must have asked itself the wrong question, i.e., one into which it was not empowered to inquire and so had no jurisdiction to determine.

In consequence, public administrators’ awareness of the consequentialness of judicial review was heightened, as indicated by a Thatcher Government pamphlet titled “The Judge Over Your Shoulder,” or JOYS as it was sarcastically known inside government circles; designed to provide junior officials with guidance on the practical operation of administrative law principles.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} JOYS has since gone through multiple editions, and in fact, despite disclaimers to the contrary, was published to educate public administrators how to preempt or survive judicial review.\footnote{Kathryn A. Watts, \textit{Proposing a Place for Politics in Arbitrary and Capricious Review}, 119 \textit{Yale L.J.} 79 (2009).}

Between the 1940s and 1960s, the United States federal courts had acquiesced in the mushrooming post-New Deal administrative state, by permitting the doctrine of non-delegation to be honored more in the breach than in the observance.\footnote{Kathryn A. Watts, \textit{Proposing a Place for Politics in Arbitrary and Capricious Review}, 119 \textit{Yale L.J.} 79 (2009).} This had been preceded by President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s controversial “court-packing plan” in the Judicial Procedures Reform Bill of 1937, which credibly threatened the Supreme Court into taking a much more
deferential approach to the constitutionality of New Deal programs. As in England and Wales, judicial “abdication” of control of executive action began to change in America during the next two decades, as agencies expanded their jurisdictions to include industry-wide rate regulation, and resorted ever more to informal notice-and-comment rule-making, after an explosion of new enabling Acts had been passed that had launched ambitious regulatory undertakings supposed to protect the environment and consumers, and promote public health and safety. These and other such encroachments heightened concerns that agency proceedings might give insufficient weight to the interests of all stakeholders. Rolling back decades of judicial acquiescence in administrative expansion, administrative common law made a remarkable comeback in stringent judge-made substantive and procedural checks and balances on agencies’ decision-making, which has been described as a “revolution in administrative law.”

The pioneer in this legal transformation was not the apex court, as in the United Kingdom; but rather, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (commonly known as the “D.C. Circuit”), which reinvented itself in 1970 as “a de facto quasi-specialized administrative law court of last resort,” even though, strictly speaking, it is just one of the thirteen federal Courts of Appeals. In the 1970s federal judges, especially those on the D.C. Circuit, came to the view that administrative law needed “special solicitude” for consumer, environmental, and other interests that judges deemed underrepre-

54 KEITH WERHAN, PRINCIPLES OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 397 (2d ed., 2014).
56 One way is to permit the non-delegation doctrine to descend into obscurity. See Kathryn A. Watts, Proposing a Place for Politics in Arbitrary and Capricious Review, 119 YALE L.J. 79 (2009).
57 BREYER ET AL., supra note 7, at 28.
sent in the political process. They were also increasingly skeptical of the traditional New Deal’s assumption of administrative fidelity, apparently suspecting certain agencies of not acting in the public interest, if not indeed bribed by the very private interests and industries they were meant to regulate.

Specialist agencies are, after all, easy targets for influence by special interest groups. They are considered vulnerable to “regulatory capture,” because their heads are political appointees; their work is more specialized; and they are less insulated from the legislative and electoral processes than judges. Although they are vetted and overseen by Congressional committees, experience has shown this to be inadequate. These shifts of judicial perception, and similar changes in the minds of citizens, precipitated an “aftershock” of administrative lawsuits, as evidenced by the four-fold increase of filings in the D.C. Circuit from 1969 to 1979. Most notably, the “arbitrary and capricious” standard was rigorized by the demand inter alia of an administrative record even for informal rule-making, and proof of rigorously logical analysis having been applied if agencies claim discretion.

A deep judicial distrust of the uncontrolled regulatory state prompted harder law that exacts reasoned explanations and adequate evidence from agencies under review. The “lethal-sounding” epithet “hard look” was coined in

---

62 Sidney A. Shapiro & Joseph P. Tomain, Achieving Democracy: The Future of Progressive Regulation 142 (2014) (“Regulators needed information and expertise from regulated industries, and regulated firms wanted some protection and assurances against what they perceived as unwarranted competition from new entrants. Regulators in other words helped sustain the very industries and firms that they were regulating, and the regulator-regulatee relationship was susceptible to capture.”)
Judging regulators

1969\textsuperscript{69} by a D.C. Circuit Judge, Harold Leventhal, in \textit{Pikes Peak Broadcasting Co. v. FCC}\textsuperscript{70}. In \textit{Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC}\textsuperscript{71}, Judge Leventhal opined, “The function of the court is to assure that the agency has given reasoned consideration to all material facts and issues”; that it can “articulate with reasonable clarity its reasons for decision,” and “identify the significance of the crucial facts”; and that it will “effectuate general standards, applied without unreasonable discrimination.”\textsuperscript{72} A year later, in \textit{Citizens to Pres. Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe},\textsuperscript{73} the Supreme Court potentiated the public availability of “hard look” review,\textsuperscript{74} by holding lower reviewing courts to conducting a “substantial inquiry” and “a thorough, probing, in-depth review” to ascertain “whether the decision was based on a consideration of the relevant factors.”\textsuperscript{75} To discharge their responsibility, the courts may even “require the administrative officials who participated in the decision to give testimony explaining their action.”\textsuperscript{76}

The “hard look” doctrine was originally understood as a rule requiring verification that the agencies had taken a hard look at their own decisions; within a decade, the term had evolved so far as to mean that it was for the courts to take the hard look at agencies’ acts.\textsuperscript{77} As Judge Patricia Wald of the D.C. Circuit noted in \textit{Nat’l Lime Ass’n v. EPA},\textsuperscript{78} “[t]he sheer massiveness of impact of the urgent regulations issued under the new rulemaking provisions and the diffidence of judges in the face of highly technical regulatory schemes prompted the courts to require the agencies to develop a more complete record and a more clearly articulated rationale to facilitate review for arbitrariness and caprice”; but “[a]s these newly-required records and rationales became more routinely available, the ‘hard look’ taken began to appear more judicial than administrative, blurring the original meaning of that phrase.”\textsuperscript{79}

Judicial review of administrative action has undergone a common revival in the United Kingdom and the United States, which yet have parted company

\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Pikes Peak Broadcasting Co. v. FCC}, 422 F.2d 671, 682 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC}, 44 F.2d 841 (DC Cir 1970).
\textsuperscript{72} \textit{Id.} at 851.
\textsuperscript{74} Garry, \textit{supra} note 64, at 155 (2006).
\textsuperscript{75} \textit{Overton Park}, \textit{supra} note 73, at 415–16.
\textsuperscript{76} \textit{Id.} at 420.
\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Nat’l Lime Ass’n v. EPA}, 627 F.2d 416, 451–452 n. 126 (D.C. Cir. 1980).
\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Id.}, at 451–452, n.126.
toward their ultimate destinations. The Law Lords’ expansion of the breadth of the applicability of English administrative law, together with their maintenance of a “shallow” judicial penetration at best, support an inference that they are much more receptive to review of questions of law than of fact. In contrast, the D.C. Circuit’s and the American Supreme Court’s “narrow” but “deep” doctrines evince the opposite. English administrative law jealously defends the supremacy of the judiciary over all matters of statutory construction, while obliging them to step back from questioning administrators’ substantive policy and factual findings; whereas United States administrative law instructs the federal courts to defer to agencies’ statutory-interpretive autonomy, while taking a “hard look” at their substantive factual and policy determinations.80 Administrative acts in England can be set aside only on grounds relating to illegality, perversity, or procedural impropriety.81 In America, the scope for judicial control of administrative acts is “much wider,”82 allowing courts to conduct intrusive substantive analyses of administrative behavior “beyond anything that can be done in English law.”83 On the pretext that an administrative act is devoid of a “rational legal basis,” American federal courts frequently go on to replace the policy judgments of agencies with their own.84 The authors of a major treatise on American administrative law, including Justice Stephen Breyer of the Supreme Court, used the following words to describe this “anomaly”85: “How odd. The American courts defer to agencies on questions of law, where courts are expert, but they conduct ‘in-depth’ reviews of policy, where agencies are expert. They seem to have it backwards.”86 For the legal scholar Richard Epstein, it is “[t]he great tragedy of modern administrative law.”87 Indeed, these administrative law doctrines “have little connection” with what the relevant provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946 meant when it was first enacted.88

83 Id., at 62.
84 Id.
86 Breyer et al., supra note 7, at 365.
87 Epstein, supra note 80, at 154.
88 Metzger, supra note 14, at 1311-12.
The purpose of this study is to undertake the previously untried task of explaining from a PPT perspective, with a book-length treatment, this doctrinal antithesis in the administrative common law both of the Appellate Committee of the House of Lords (and the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom, its successor), and of the Supreme Court of the United States. It is argued that the antithetical doctrinal approaches adopted by the two apex courts to judicial review of administrative action can be powerfully explained by the polarization of the British and American polities along a continuum of effective “veto-gates,” institutions competent to veto legislative proposals in circumstances that may force a reversion to the status quo. This book therefore explores the political underpinnings of this remarkable antithesis in Anglo-American administrative law; the adjective “Anglo-American” is used because this book chiefly addresses, apart from United States federal law, the legal system of England and Wales, which constitutes a distinct legal jurisdiction of the United Kingdom, different and independent from those of Scotland and Northern Ireland despite the historical event of union. Note, however, that England has no political institutions of its own, like, say, the Scottish Parliament, and thus only British or United Kingdom political institutions will be referred to in this book.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The second Section sets out the methodological considerations. It explains the “most-similar-cases” approach.

---

90 Positive political theory or rational choice theory is underdeveloped in the study of British government and laws. See Keith Dowding, Rational Choice and British Politics, in OXFORD HANDBOOK OF BRITISH POLITICS 75 (Andrew Gamble et al. eds., 2009).
93 Each British jurisdiction has a separate judiciary. Particularly, Scotland is a mixed civil law-common law jurisdiction. See Andrew Le Sueur & Evelyn Ellis, Constitutional Fundamentals, in OXFORD PRINCIPLES OF ENGLISH LAW: ENGLISH PUBLIC LAW 12 (David Feldman ed., 2d ed. 2009).
94 Atiyah & Summers, supra note 62, at xiii.
method chosen to study divergent cases of the administrative law of the United Kingdom and the United States; why this book focuses on the administrative jurisprudence mostly at the Supreme Court or final appellate level, rather than covering other levels of the Anglo-American judiciaries; and the reasons for taking judicial doctrine seriously even in an interdisciplinary inquiry like the present project. The third and last Section provides the reader with a roadmap of how the rest of this book is organized.

II. METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This is one of the very first books of the twenty-first century to study the diametrically opposite approaches to the judicial review of administrative decisions taken by English and American courts since the Second World War. The findings, which stem from the two most influential common law jurisdictions of the world, will have applications to other members of the common law world. This book breaks new ground in using the insights of PPT to explain the institutional and strategic foundations of Anglo-American comparative administrative law. The New Zealand comparative administrative law scholar Michael Taggart noticed in 1997 that “[i]n contrast to the popularity of Constitution-watching from afar, American administrative law is a closed book to most Commonwealth administrative lawyers.” Little has changed since then. Filling a gap in the existing literature, this book retraces the political origins of the divergence back beyond its immediate cause: the three remarkable judgments delivered by the apex courts of the United Kingdom and the United States between 1983 and 1984, which permanently redefined both judicial traditions of substantive review: *Council of Civil Servs. Unions v. Minister for the Civil Servs.*, commonly known as the “GCHQ case”; *Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.*; and *Chevron U.S.A.*,

---

95 Peter Cane, *Controlling Administrative Power: An Historical Comparison* (2016).
96 Paul Craig, *Comparative Administrative Law and Political Structure*, 37 Oxford J. Legal Stud. 946, 946 (2017) (“Study of comparative administrative law reveals commonality and difference between the systems studied. That is axiomatic and self-evident. The depth of the resulting similarities and divergences may be difficult to estimate, the explanation for them even more so”).
98 GCHQ, *supra* note 81.
Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc.,\textsuperscript{100} “the most cited case in modern public law.”\textsuperscript{101} This will help bridge the scholarly gap between doctrinal analysis of administrative law and political science studies of the regulatory state, stimulating further interdisciplinary inquiry into the interaction of courts and bureaucrats in a wide variety of national settings.

The “most-similar-cases” research design is applied to conducting the inference-oriented and controlled administrative common law comparison between the Supreme Courts of the United Kingdom and the United States. The logic of this method is to compare and contrast two or more cases which share overall similarities on all variables not critical to the research question; yet exhibit variance in the values of the independent and dependent variables. To control variables peripheral to the investigation, the “most-similar-cases” method “isolates” the significance of variance on the key independent variable in deciding the variance on the dependent variable. This addresses the undesirability or even impossibility of statistical or experimental control in a given study.\textsuperscript{102} In comparative studies, two countries that are similar in the gamut of ways but the one variable that is being examined are chosen so that any effects can be reliably traced back to the single isolated difference.\textsuperscript{103} A careful small-\(n\) analysis of “most-similar-cases” may therefore give rise to causal inferences applicable beyond these cases.\textsuperscript{104}

In a landmark 2003 study of comparative constitutional judicial review, Tom Ginsburg investigated the political conditions conducive to the empowerment of constitutional courts, using Taiwan, South Korea and Mongolia – three nascent Asian democracies – as case studies\textsuperscript{105} grounded in “most-similar-cases” logic.\textsuperscript{106} All three shared important similarities of geography, culture and history, yet differed in the fate of judicial review (the dependent variable). What differed across them was the degree of electoral

\textsuperscript{103} Katerina Linos, Methodological Guidance: How to Select and Develop Comparative International Law Case Studies, in Comparative International Law 35, 45 (Anthea Roberts et al. eds., 2018).
\textsuperscript{104} Ran Hirschl, Comparative Matters: The Renaissance of Comparative Constitutional Law 193, 244 (2014).
\textsuperscript{106} Hirschl, supra note 104, at 249.
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uncertainty (the independent variable). Ginsburg inferred that the more uncertain the electoral futures are, the likelier the incumbent regime will opt to empower the judiciary as an insurance strategy against succeeding opponents; concluding that “neither culture nor history is as important as [political] structure in determining outcomes [of judicial empowerment].”

More recently, in 2016, Julio Ríos-Figueroa deployed “most similar” design to study the constitutional jurisprudence of the use of force in Colombia, Peru, and Mexico. He argued that no matter how similar these countries were in variables that might induce courts to regulate the use of force in internal security crises or competitive elections, they differed in those variables, e.g. accessibility to the constitutional court, which affect the role courts play in national armed conflicts.

The United Kingdom and the United States are often paired in studies of comparative law, comparative politics, and comparative economics as “most similar systems,” as they share a common language, the common law tradition, and popular culture, and are “wealthy, democratic, and internationally-engaged states,” both of which are veto-wielding members of the United Nations Security Council. Britain and America, therefore, furnish a natural experiment, after the “most-similar-cases” logic, upon the dynamics of administrative common law. English and American law are representative of contrasting approaches despite being embedded in Anglophone liberal democracies and common law traditions. It follows that if English and American courts present a stark variation on the dependent variable by taking opposite approaches to the legal regulation of the administrative state, then the researcher may set aside background variables like language, culture, prosperity, commitment to liberal democratic values, and even the common law as plausible causes of their divergence. This dispenses with the need to account for radically different national contexts, as is typical of cross-country studies. The contrast of English and American administrative common law on questions of statutory interpretation and policy offers a precious opportunity for an in-depth investigation of the political conditions for doctrinal antitheses.

107 Ginsburg, supra note 105, at 261.
109 Id. at 14.
110 Ashley S. Deeks, Intelligence Communities and International Law: A Comparative Approach, in COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL LAW 251, 253 (Anthea Roberts et al. eds., 2018).
This book focuses primarily, but not exclusively, on the apex judicial level for at least two reasons. First, the exclusion of lower court decisions is necessary to keep the study manageable. There is only one court of last resort in England, whereas in the United States there are many courts of last resort, one for each state, plus the federal Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{113} In brief, the federal courts are a minuscule part of the American judiciary, as there are many more state courts than federal ones, and state judges have heavier caseloads than their federal colleagues.\textsuperscript{114} That said, the United States has thirteen federal Courts of Appeals,\textsuperscript{115} compared to only one Court of Appeal of England and Wales. Moreover, these Anglo-American courts do not have identical jurisdictions despite substantial overlap in legal domains like admiralty, contracts, torts, criminal law, intellectual property and bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{116} England’s is a “disproportionately smaller” system than the American, above all, in terms of either personnel or activity; which, as eminent scholar-judge Richard Posner concedes, makes overall comparisons difficult.\textsuperscript{117}

Second, common law apex courts are highly influential and worthy of dedicated studies, as they not only decide cases at bar, but also create sweeping doctrines at times, destined to govern similar cases across the whole system of law. This is why the few disputes that really reach common law apex courts are likely to be academically interesting and complicated.\textsuperscript{118} The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom, formerly known as the Appellate Committee of the House of Lords, which used to be formally a part of Parliament, exercises appellate powers over criminal and civil cases of England and Wales and Northern Ireland, and civil cases of Scotland.\textsuperscript{119} The Court’s twelve judges, including the President, typically sit in smaller panels of five.\textsuperscript{120} They are appointed by the Monarch in accordance with the nomination of an inde-

\textsuperscript{113} \text{Atiyah & Summers, supra note 62, at 267.}
\textsuperscript{114} \text{Richard A. Posner, Law and Legal Theory in the UK and USA 81 (1996).}
\textsuperscript{115} \text{These include the Courts of Appeal for the D.C. Circuit, the First Circuit, the Second Circuit, the Third Circuit, the Fourth Circuit, the Fifth Circuit, the Sixth Circuit, the Seventh Circuit, the Eighth Circuit, the Ninth Circuit, the Tenth Circuit, the Eleventh Circuit, and the Federal Circuit.}
\textsuperscript{116} \text{Posner, supra note 114, at 85.}
\textsuperscript{117} \text{Id. at 83.}
\textsuperscript{118} \text{David Robertson, The Judge as Political Theorist: Contemporary Constitutional Review 5 (2010).}
\textsuperscript{119} \text{This book focuses exclusively on the Appellate Committee of the House of Lords or the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom acting in its capacity as the final court of appeal of England and Wales, rather than that of Northern Ireland and Scotland.}
\textsuperscript{120} \text{Cornelis Hendrik (Remco) van Rhee & Yulin Fu, Introduction, in Supreme Courts in Transition in China and the West Adjudication at the Service of Public Goals 6 (Cornelis Hendrik (Remco) van Rhee & Yulin Fu eds., 2017).}
dependent and non-partisan Judicial Appointments Commission; the incumbent Government, through the Lord Chancellor, may exercise a veto against the nomination under narrowly defined circumstances. The statutory retirement age of Justices is currently fixed at 70 years old. By the time they are appointed, Justices typically have only a few years of service remaining. Judgments of the Court are considered authoritative, to varying degrees, by the courts of some fifty members of the Commonwealth of Nations, by the several British Overseas Territories, remnants of the British Empire, and even by certain non-Commonwealth jurisdictions like the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China. The percentage of public law cases in its docket rocketed from 13 percent in 1970–1972 to 40 percent in 2009–2013. Paradoxically, political scientists who are interested in British politics have seldom studied the Supreme Court, a scholarly loophole that this book will help to close.

Unlike its British counterpart, the nine-member American Supreme Court is a collegial one in which all judges take part in all judgments. Justices of the Supreme Court are appointed by the President of the United States “by
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Before 1 July 1997, decisions of the House of Lords stood in a similar position to decisions of the Privy Council on non-Hong Kong appeals. Although they were only persuasive, their authority was very great unless the decision was in a field where local circumstances made it appropriate for Hong Kong to develop along different lines. The House of Lords and the Privy Council essentially share a common membership. Unless local circumstances were material, the Privy Council on an appeal from Hong Kong was unlikely to diverge from a decision its members had reached in a different capacity in the House of Lords.
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and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate.129 There is no mandatory retirement age for Justices. This Court is arguably the world’s single most influential judicial body, in the sense that its public law jurisprudence harking back to Marbury v. Madison130 has influenced not only the legal systems of the American states with its judicial review and binding precedent, but also the legal systems, both common and civil, of many other countries whose apex courts have often looked to it for guidance.131 Judicial review of administrative acts is a substantial portion of its work: no less than 22 percent of all decisions of that Court between 1946 and 2012 involved disputes originating from federal agency proceedings.132

The rationale for focusing on judicial doctrine herein is that it is “the currency of the law,”133 the summation of legal rules and standards articulated in particular judgments,134 making up the core of judicial acts.135 Doctrines can be conceptualized as the “routine challenge and defense structures” accompanying particular fact patterns.136 On the one hand, clear judicial doctrines macro-manage judges’ future conduct137 and minimize the discretion of capricious agencies.138 On the other, as decision instruments they equip judges with stratagems qua legal principles for reaching preferred legal outcomes.139 Doctrines are economical as they relieve judges of the necessity to reason from scratch, conserving precious time and mental energy in the strenuous task of crafting new rules and standards that set the terms for practical dispute resolution well into the future.140 Doctrines also let prospective litigants predict what might happen in their cases if they proceed to litigation, which in turn influences future doctrines.141 Legal scholars have studied doctrine from a normative perspective, but have yet to give proper attention to its practical utility.
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Oddly, many of the same social scientists who have conducted significant explanatory or descriptive research into law and courts, uncritically assume that legal doctrine is irrelevant. An overstatement of politics’ importance to judging either unduly downplays the corpus of detailed justificatory arguments that judges craft, or cynically denies it as a kind of intentional conspiracy to obscure the truth. Neither is close to reality. Most appellate decisions in the United States, for instance, are unanimous, and disagreements between judges as evidenced by dissenting judgments are not always neatly distributed on an ideological scale. Correlations with ideology do not logically entail that judgments are driven by nothing but the personal ideological preferences of judges. Empirical research supports the proposition that “law matters” in how judges make decisions, even though extralegal considerations may from time to time inform their knowledge about the demands of the law. Even less appreciated is how doctrine influences politics. Administrative agencies might ex ante adapt their behavior to the Supreme Court’s administrative common law in anticipation of activist judicial review. Groundbreaking empirical or behavioral studies of law and courts will not be possible until first the phenomenon is fully fathomed. By taking judicial doctrine seriously, this book is bound to narrow the chasm between jurists and social scientists, who have historically produced separate and contending literatures on the same topic of judicial decision making. Words – judicial words – matter. They
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shape our political lives.151 And the PPT of law is an extremely useful tool to advance our understanding of how politics and judicial doctrine shape each other.

III. ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS

This book is organized as follows.152 Chapter 2: A Veto-gate Theory of Administrative Common Law, brings out of the relevant PPT literature an explanatory framework, the cynosure of which remains the veto-gate. It is theorized that the smaller the number of effective veto-gates in a political system, the more likely judicial review will focus more on questions of law and less on questions of factfinding and discretion; and vice versa. This chapter argues that the underlying causal mechanism producing these results consists of legislators’ aggregate preference to control agency costs versus apex court judges’ aggregate preference to conserve judicial authority and resources. This explanatory framework focuses exclusively on questions of common law doctrinal design. It can illuminate the interplay between the legislative process, the regulatory state, and the courts, and is also applicable to other common law jurisdictions. Consequently, it is unconcerned with the normative justifiability of particular administrative law principles, nor does it presume that the courts of England and America have in practice adhered unswervingly to their stark differences in doctrine.

Chapter 3: Law and the Regulatory State, evidences that both the United Kingdom and the United States witnessed the expansion of judicial review of administrative acts proportional to the expansion of the regulatory state after the Second World War, that English and American administrative common law once had many similarities, both historically and doctrinally, up until the second half of the twentieth century. In both countries, the courts were supposed to conserve final authority to pronounce on all questions of statutory interpretation into their own hands, yet accord substantial deference to administrative decision-makers in their factfinding and discretionary activities. This observation establishes that the antithesis that ensued cannot be wholly or chiefly ascribed to the differences between the institutional design and appointment methods of the two Supreme Courts being studied. This result justifies setting aside variables such as doctrinal history, the growth of the

152 Many of the ideas contained in this book are derived, albeit in heavily modified form, from the author’s earlier work in Ip, supra note 89, and in Eric C. Ip, Taking a “Hard Look” at “Irrationality”: Substantive Review of Administrative Discretion in the US and UK Supreme Courts, 34 OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 481 (2014).
administrative and regulatory state, and political culture as relatively unimportant in making sense of the Anglo-American administrative common law antithesis.

Chapter 4: Judicial Review of Administrative Statutory Interpretation evinces how the polarization of both polities along the dimension of the number of effective veto-gates within the lawmaking process is key to explaining why antithesis took over English and American administrative common law, their historical similarities notwithstanding. Legislation may be enforced solely by courts, or it may be enforced only at the retail level through individualized enforcement actions. But in the modern era, legislators delegate a good deal of the policymaking process to agencies. The question of why legislators do this “requires little discussion in terms of parliamentary systems, where the executive and legislature usually have identical preferences,” but is more complicated in presidential systems where the executive and legislative branches are co-principals who may have different preferences. The absence of multiple effective veto-gates in the United Kingdom enables House of Commons majorities, acting in concert with the Cabinets they control, to delegate the least possible de facto lawmaking authority to an autonomous administrative state. The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom was thus able to assert that the meaning of statutory provisions was for the courts to determine with finality as matters of law. In stark contrast, the profusion of effective veto-gates in the United States in the late twentieth century has pushed Congress toward delegating vast lawmaking powers to influential administrators, even as they have undermined the efficacy of its oversight procedures. In the United States a great many federal statutes delegate lawmaking powers to federal agencies without explicit accompanying legal standards for their exercise. The Supreme Court’s doctrinal encoding of judicial deference to agency statutory interpretations in cases like Chevron, as required by such a polarized polity, helped preempt the federal legislative process from grinding to a halt. Simultaneously, the oversight vacuum left by gridlock has made possible aggressive judicial review of agency discretionary decision-making and findings of fact.

Chapter 5: Judicial Review of Factfinding and Discretion argues that the United Kingdom’s scarcity of effective veto-gates explains Parliament’s dele-
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gation of scant statutory construction powers to the administrative authorities, and to conserve oversight powers in the hands of the House of Commons majority, whose leaders control the Government. This has nudged the Supreme Court to defer to Parliament’s and the Government’s primary roles in oversight. Concretely put, it has compelled the Law Lords to fashion doctrines that disregard administrative statutory interpretation but give a broad margin of deference to the Commons majority’s primacy in overseeing administrative officials’ findings of fact. The multiplicity of veto-gates in the United States, by contrast, compelled Congress to delegate considerable powers of statutory construction to administrative agencies, while it weakened the oversight capacity of the Congressional majority. Both developments persuaded the Supreme Court to encode in its administrative jurisprudence deference to agencies’ statutory interpretations but not their evidentiary findings. Therefore, administrative common law in England, under the rubric of “irrationality review,” continues to refrain from scrutinizing the substance of decisions except in the most unusual circumstances, while its counterpart in America is apt to conduct “arbitrарiness reviews” by taking a “hard look” at regulatory agencies’ determinations and factual findings, even the highly technical ones. Judicial review of agency decisions in the United States is in many respects more exacting than review by the English judiciary, which still exhibits a marked reluctance to substitute their own policy and ideological preferences so long as standards of legality, reasonableness and natural justice are met.157

Chapter 6: Closing Remarks summarizes the main findings by applying the Veto-gate Theory of Administrative Common Law to correlate long-term changes in the polities’ number of veto-gates with the two Supreme Courts’ contrasting doctrinal edifices on questions of legal interpretation versus policy. It reviews the question of why the United Kingdom and the United States Supreme Courts have chosen such divergent approaches to judicial review of agency action, despite comparable background variables having remained constant. It theorizes how the polarization of Britain and America on the measure of veto-gates is key to explaining why an antithesis emerged between the two

157 TUCKER, supra note 155, at 360. The due process clauses of the Constitution of the United States, together with the Administrative Procedure Act, provide for various participatory guarantees in administrative adjudication and rulemaking that are elaborate and codified, as opposed to the rudimentary, judicially developed, principles of natural justice in England and Wales. See Marco D’Alberti, Transformations of Administrative Law: Italy from a Comparative Perspective, in COMPARATIVE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 102, 112 (Susan Rose-Ackerman et al. eds., 2d ed. 2017); Frederick F. Shauer, English Natural Justice and American Due Process: An Analytical Comparison, 18 WM. & MARY L. REV. 47 (1976). A political explanation of the convergences and divergences of American due process and English natural justice is beyond the scope of this book.
great common law flagships, their political, economic and social similarities notwithstanding. This chapter closes the book with concluding remarks on the stable state of administrative common law doctrines on both sides of the Atlantic for the past four decades, and forecasts their future in the light of recent political developments that seemed to threaten the status quo, such as the introduction of a proposed Separation of Powers Restoration Act into the American Congress in 2016, which sought to abolish *Chevron* deference, and the British Supreme Court’s landmark decision in *R (on the application of Miller) v. The Prime Minister*, which apparently abandoned *Wednesbury* irrationality for a more stringent standard in quashing Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s advice to the Queen in Council to prorogue Parliament shortly before the then-Brexit deadline.
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